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Given a family 9’ = {S, ,..., S,} of nonempty sets we say A is a puncture 
set if A n Si # o for 1 < i < n. A common combinatorial problem is 
to find a small puncture set A of a given family 9’. This problem is often 
attacked by “probabilistic, ” “nonconstructive” means as often a “ran- 
dom” A does better than any explicit one. In Section 1 we attempt to 
crystallize this problem. In Section 2 we give a number of examples 
where it appears in disguised form. In Section 3 we give three bounds 
on the minimal ( A 1 which we apply in Section 4 to asymptotic problems. 
Notation. 
[n] = {l,..., n}, a generic n-element set. 
[Y]k = {YCX, 1 Xl =k). 
[?I]” = (Y c [n], 1 Y / = k}. 
{a> = minimal integer iz >, 01. Distinguished from 
“singleton 01” by context. 
[a] = maximal integer n < 01. Distinguished from 
u,..., n> by context. 
Prob = Probability; E = Expected Value. 
1. THE PROBLEM 
DEFINITION. Let n be a positive integer, 0 < E < 1. The function 
g = g(n, l ) is defined as the minimal integer so that if X is a finite set and 
S 1 ,..., S, C X with ( Si 1 > E / X 1 then there exists A, ) A 1 < g, such 
thatAn$# ia,l <i<~. 
Equivalently, we could have allowed X to be a probability space, and 
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S 1 ,..., S, to have measure 2~. For the purpose of this paper, however, 
that would be unneeded generality. 
The problem is to find g(n, l ). Our main attention is to asymptotic 
considerations, where n + 0~) and E is a (perhaps constant) function of n. 
The reader should check the following trivialities: 
(a> gh 4 < n, 
(b) g(n,e)=nifnc,<l, 
(c) g(n, e) > [e-l] if no > 1. 
2. EXAMPLES 
In this section we give bounds on certain problems in terms of the 
function g. We shall then sometimes evaluate g, using the results of 
section 4 without further reference. The results achieved duplicate the 
results of the referenced authors. 
(a) (Erdiis [5]). A family GY is said to have property B if there 
exists S so that for all A E GY, 0 # S n A # A. Define m(n) as the 
minimal 1 @ 1 of a family 02 of n-element sets which does not have property 
B. We wish an upper bound for m(n). Let r be a parameter, X = [r]“, 
Fs = {A E X: A C S or A C SC} defined for all SC [v]. If GZ punctures 
{F,: S C [r]} then G’ does not have property B. There are 2’ Fs , each 
,Fs, = (‘3 +(‘,‘“‘) >2(y), 1x1 =(i). 
Hence 
44 G g (2’9 2 ($y/( I;)). 
Approximating 2(‘3/(3 by 21-ne-n2/2T 
m(n) < 2n-1en2/2T log[2r21-ne-n2/%T]. 
By elementary calculus, we choose r = n2/2 to minimize the RHS giving 
m(n) < n22n-2e(log 2)(1 + o(l)) 
(b) (Ehrenfeuct and Mycielski [4] and Spencer [9]). We wish to 
find the minimal family 9 of functions f: [n] -{O, I} so that 
vu, )...) Uk ) 61 )...) Ed 3f E g, f(aJ = ci , 1 ,( i < k. Let h(n, k) denote the 
minimal ] 9 I. We fix k and let n -+ co. Set X = {f: [n] ---f (0, l}}, 
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s al,...,ak. El ,..., elr = (YE X: f(ai) = l i , 1 < i < k}. Then we may find a 
puncture set 3 with 
j 9 j < g((2n)“, 2-7”) < (k log(2n)/-log(1 - 2-‘“))(l + o(1)). 
(c) (H. Abbott, unpublished). Let X be the set of lattice points 
(i,.i), 1 < i, j < n. We say p is visible from q if no lattice points are on the 
line segment joining them. H. Abbott asked for the minimal UC X from 
which every x E X is visible. For any p E X set S, equal the set of q from 
which p is visible. Then I S, / = (6/7r2 + o(l)) 1 X j by number theory. 
We may then find a puncture set U, 
I U I < g@‘, 6/77’) < (hi@)/--log(l - 6/79))(1 + o(l)) 
which satisfies the desired criteria. 
(d) (Schohnheim [7, 81). For I < k < n define M(n, k, I) as the 
minimal 1 F j, 9 C [n]” so that if S E [n]” there exists FE 9, F >_ S. Let 
X = [nlK, AL = {K E X: K > L}, defined for L E [n]“. Then we require 9 
to puncture all AL, so we may find F, 
ifI<k<n. 
(e) (Chvatal [2, 31). For I < k < n define T(n, k, 1) as the minimal 
G, G c [n]” so that if S E [n]” there exists E E G, EC S. (For I = 2, G is a 
graph and we have Tursin’s Theorem.) Let X = [n]l, A, = (L E X, L C K}, 




THEOREM. Let A C {O,..., m - l}, j A ) = a. Then there exists B, 
1 B ) d g(m, a/(2m - 1)) such that A + B 2 (0 ,..., m - l}. 
Proof. Set&=A-i,O<i<m-l.All&C{-m+l,..., m-l}. 
There exists Bl, 1 Bl ] < g(m, a/(2m - 1)) that punctures all Si . Then 
for all i, 0 < i < m - 1, there exists h E B, , b E A - i, so a + (-b) = i 
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for some a E A, b E B, . Setting B = 1-b: b E B,), A + B 2 (0 ,..., m - I} 
as desired. 
Replacing B by B + k we may also find B so that A + B 2 {k, k + l,..., 
k + m - I}. This result has been used by Abbott and Lin [l] to improve 
bounds on the Van der Waerden function and by Lorentz [6] to prove 
that for all infinite sets of nonnegative integers A, 0 E A, there exists B 
such that A + B = (0, 1, 2,...} and B has zero density. 
3. THREE BOUNDS 
We here give three exact bounds on g(n, 6). In Section 4 we see what 
they imply asymptotically. 
THEOREM 1. rf n(l - E)” < 1 then g(n, c) < k. 
Proof. Fix S, ,..., S, C X, 1 & 1 3 E / X /. Let _a, ,..., a, be random, 
independently chosen, members of X. Set 4 = {_a1 ,..., _ak}. For 1 < i < n, 
1 <j<k 
Prob[gj $Si] ,< (1 - l ). 
Since the gj are independently chosen 
Prob[d n Si = ia] < (1 - E)“. 
so 
E[l{i: 4 n si = @}I] < n(1 - E)k < 1. 
Hence, there exists a specific A so that 
I{i: A n& = @}I -c 1, and hence =O. 
Therefore A is a puncture set and 1 A j < k. 
THEOREM 2. Ifs is a nonnegative integer 
g(n, E) < s + n(l - ey. 
Proof. By the argument of Theorem 1 we find A, 1 A I < s, 
l{i: si n A = a}[ < rr(1 - E)S. 
For 1 < i < n select vi E Si in any manner. Set 
V = {vi: Si n A = 0). 
Then A u Vis a puncture set with / A U V I < s + n(1 - E)“. 
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Note that Theorem 1 is included in Theorem 2. In Theorem 1 we may 
think, intuitively, of placing random points in the puncture set, each 
point puncturing a fraction, E, of the remaining sets. In Theorem 2 we 
apply this procedure until, at some point, we shift to puncturing the 
remaining sets one by one. In this context, it is clear that the appropriate s 
in Theorem 2 is when n(1 - E)~ E < 1 for then a random point will only 
puncture an expected number, n(1 - c)” E, sets whereas we can be assured 
of one set being punctured. 
For a lower bound we find a family not easily punctured by non- 
constructive means. 
THEOREM 3. If there exists an integer p so that 
P 
( ) k 
< 1 c*> 
then g(n, E) > k. 
Proqf. Fix X = [p]. Let _F = (_S, ,..., 8%) be a random n-tuple where 
the Si are independently randomly chosen from [Xl@‘). Then 
Prob[M E [Xlk puncturing _F] < ( g) Prob[B punctures -F] 
where B is a particular member of [Xlk. Since the & are independent 
Prob[B punctures _F] = fi Prob[B n SC # ~(1 
i=l 
Hence if (*) holds Prob[3B E [Xlk puncturing -F] < 1 so there exist F so 
that no B E [Xlk punctures it, hence g(n, E) > k. 
4. ASYMPTOTICS 
We let n --+ co and consider E = c(n) as a function of n. It is convenient 
to define p = p(n) = m(n). Note TV is the average number of sets a random 
point punctures. 
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We consider four separate cases 
Case I: 6(n) + 1, 
Case II: e(n) = E fixed, 
Case III: +z) -+ 0, p(n) + cc, 
Case IV: p(n) = E.L fixed. 
For all cases we only use (*) for p = n. Except in Case IV, g(n, c) = o(n) 
so we approximate (~$)/(&) in (*) by (I - G)“. Had & , in Theorem 3, 
been defined by Prob[x E _S,] = E, independently for x E X, then this 
term would be exactly (1 - 6)“. Then, however, there would be problems 
with the requirement ( Si j > E ( X I. The LHS of (*) is approximated by 
(;)(l - (1 - E)~)~ which may be further approximated by (3 e-ne-” in 
Case III. 
Case I: e(n) -+ 1. We set y = 1 - E. By Theorems 1, 3 
dn, 4= [ ;tgny ] (1 + 41)) 
with the proviso that if (log Iz)/(-log y) + co the answer may be off 
by one due to the integrality condition on g. 
Case II: &z) = E. Theorems 1 and 3 imply 
g(n, 4 = [-lo;; ” .)I (1 + o(l)), 
for E = l/2, exact values are given in the Appendix, 
Case III: c(n) --f 0, &r) --f co. In this case Theorems 2 and 3 imply 
g(n, 4 = @$)(I + o(1)). 
We note that 
lo@) log P log P ------~~-~------* 
E P E 
Case IV: y(n) = p. Here our nonconstructive theorems do not seem 
to give the appropriate results. If p is large then by Case III, g(n, c) is 
approximately n(logp/p). If p < 1, g(n, E) = II trivially. The following 
“discretization” of Theorem 2 is of use. 
THEOREM 4. Fix n, E. Let a, = n, ai+l = [ai - a,~]. Zf ak = 0, 
g(n, l > < k. 
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Proof. By induction we find x1 , xz ,... E X so that 
[{j: Sj n {x1 ,..., xi) = @‘>I < ai. 
Applying Theorem 4 in the case where p is a fixed integer gives 
g(n, 4 d + [I + ; + .** + +I (1 + o(1)). 
However, in the case p = 2 H. Witsenhausen has shown (see next paper) 
g (n, f) = g n if 3 / n. 
It appears that an exact formula for lim,,, g(n, pn-l)/n may be very 
difficult to find. 
APPENDIX: E = l/2 
The results of this appendix are due to Janos Komlos. 
DEFINITION. f(n) = g(n, l/2). 
j*(n) = minimal integer so that if X is a finite set and S, ,..., S, C X 
with j Si I > ) X )/2 then there exists A C X with ) A ] <j*(n), A n S, # @ 
for 1 < i < n. 
THEOREM. f(x) = [log,(x + 2)], j*(x) = [log,(x + l)]. 
Proof. Sincef and j* are nondecreasing it suffices to show 
(a) j*(2”+l - 2) < n, (c) j(2”+l - 3) < n 
’ (b) f”(2” - 1) >, n, (d) j(2” - 2) >, n. 
(a) As j*(2) < 1, it suffices to show j*(2t + 2) < 1 + j*(t). Given 
Si , 1 < i < 2t + 2, I Si 1 > ( X (/2, we see that C ( Si ( > (I + 1) [ X / so 
some x E X is in >(t + 1) sets Si . The remaining <t sets are punctured 
by j*(t) points. 
(c) It suffices to show j(2t + 1) < 1 + j *(t). Given Si , 1 < i < 2t + 1, 
we find x E X in >t + 1 sets Si . The remaining n sets (n d t) are subsets 
of X - (x}, have cardinality >$I X - {x>\, so may be punctured with 
j*(n) ,< j*(t) points. 
(d) Let X be the points of an (n - 1)-dimensional vector space over 
Z/2. The S’s are the hyperplanes. So ) X 1 = 2+l, each 1 S 1 = 2@, 
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there are 2” - 2 S’s, and given A _C X, ( A ( = n - 1, some hyperplane 
T > A so the hyperplane S parallel to T is disjoint from A. 
(b) Let X be the nonzero points of an n-dimensional vector space 
over Z/2. The s’s are the hyperplanes missing zero. Then 1 X 1 = 2” - 1, 
each 1 S 1 = 2+l, there are 2%-l s’s. Given A C X, 1 A 1 = n - 1, some 
w  E X is orthogonal to all Y E A and 
S = {z E X, z not orthogonal to w} 
is disjoint from A. 
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